
Fussy cut 25” x 15.5” piece 9725-Think Pawsitive Blocks.
A. Cut (4) 2” strips of - 9732-Dog Bones Blue
B. Cut (1) 3.5” strips of 9732-Dog Bones White
C. Cut (2) 2” strips 9731-Think Pawsitive Words Black:
             Cut in half so they are 2” x 21”
D. Cut (2) 2” strips 9732-Dog Bones White:
             Cut in half so they are 2” x 21”
E. Cut (2) 6” x 6” squares 9731-Think Pawsitive Words Black
F. Cut (2) 6” x 6” squares 9732-Dog Bones White
G. Cut (3) 8” strips of 9730-Faithful Friends Black

 

“Think Pawsitive”
Quilt

Cutting Instructions: Sew with fabrics Right Sides Together (RST)
This pattern uses a .25” seam allowance.

by Andi Metz
33.50” x 43

**HELPFUL HINT**

When cutting strip sets. Line up your ruler on 
the stitching line to cut your strip sets apart. 
This will result in a straighter finished piece.

Thank you for sewing with me!!

I hope you “Pawsitively” love your quilt.

1 Panel    Think Pawsitive Blocks
1/2 yard   Dog Bones - White
1/2 yard   Think Pawsitive Words - Black
3/4 yard   Faithful Friends - Black
1/3 yard   Dog Bones - Blue

Wrong Side of Fabric

Right Sides of Fabric



3. Sew A-blue to top and bottom of Dog Panel Blocks. Trim and press.
    Sew A-blue to sides of Dog Panel. Trim and press. 
4. Sew G to both top and bottom of quilt top. Trim and press.

5. Measure the height of your quilt. It should 18.5”. If so, cut (2) 19” strips 
from G (If not, add .50” to height of quilt to get your measurement to 
adjust cut of strip G). Sew Bone blocks to both ends of G strip as shown. 
Note the direction of dog bones. Press.

 
6. Rotate and sew strip from step 5 to sides of quilt panel.
Press. Note the direction of dog bones. 

Add backing and batting. Enjoy your new throw quilt and cuddle up 
with your favorite furry friend. 

2c. RST Sew 2a & (8) 2b 
as shown. Press towards 
rectangle strip set.

1. Place the 6” x 6” E-black and F-white squares right sides together (RST).With 
a ruler, draw 2 diagonal lines on wrong side of white fabric. Sew white square 
to black square sewing 1/4” seam on BOTH SIDES of diagonal lines (DON’T 
SEW ON THE LINE). Repeat. Cut square in half and in half again so you have 
four 3” squares. Cut the diagonal lines of those pieces. Gently press open; you 
do not want to stretch your square. Square to 2”. You will have (16) half square 
triangles.

Cut into 8 triangles

2a. RST, Sew one piece of D-white strip to C-black strip, press towards 
black. Sew another D-white strip to other side of C-black strip, press 
towards C-black. Cut into (8) 2” rectangle pieces. 

2b. RST, Sew (12) half square triangles to C-black strips, press towards 
triangle as shown. Cut into (12) 2” pieces ** and set aside (4) of them.

RST, Sew each of the (8) rectangle pieces to C-black strip as shown. 
Cut into 2” pieces **. Press away from rectangle piece.

2e. RST, Sew (4) half square triangles to D-white strip as shown, press to 
triangle. Cut to 2” pieces**.
RST, Sew D-white strip to remaining (4) 2b pieces that you set aside 
earlier, press to triangle. Cut to 2” pieces** creating an updated 2b.
Sew 2e and updated 2b together as shown. Press away from updated 2b 
piece. Trim to 2” x 8”.

2f. Arrange and sew pieces
from 2d, 2e, & 2d (rotated) as shown to 
form Bone Block. Press towards center.
You will make (4). Square blocks to 8”.

2d. RST strip sew (8) pieces from last 
step to B-white strip.
Trim to 3.5” pieces**. Press away from 
B-white strip.

You will 
have (8) 
pieces

You will have (12) rectangles,
set aside (4) rectangles for later

You will have 
(8) pieces

You will 
have (4)

Remaining 
2b pieces Updated 

2b pieces

2e 2b updated



PRINT 2 Bones for machine quilting; Cut out both bones for tracing.

Trace the whole bone on each of the short side borders.

Cut the short ends off the of bone and tape together long ends with the piece B.

Discard for 
long edge 
border

TAPE PIECES TOGETHER TO MAKE ONE LONG BONE

A

BA

B

A

Cut line for longer bone.


